
Get pre-collected datasets that cover a wide range of data points of 

entire websites. Identify and analyze trends, find companies, people, 

and social media influencers, optimize your eCommerce activity, and 

obtain data for your machine learning algorithms.

Millions of public data points covering 

entire platforms 

Datasets include extensive capture of tens of 

millions of data points, on a massive scale 

unparalleled by others.

Always fresh, ready-to use data 

Data is rich and always continuously 

updated, so you can stay ahead with 

immediate business insights. 

Structured data in any format 

Get your datasets in parsed JSON, CSV, or 

Excel, conveniently delivered to your 

preferred form of storage. 

Power discovery of all data points 

Bright Data discovers all relevant data items & 

URLs on a website, which are o�en not 

accessible when trying to collect data yourself.

Datasets
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Our technology and products

Datasets - Key benefits

Proxy 

Infrastructure

Data  

Collection

Datasets

Web Unlocker 

Automated website unlocking of toughest websites with 

unprecedented success rates 

Data Collector 

Streamline and automate your data collection with zero 

infrastructure or coding, and maximum flexibility

Search Engine Crawler 

Get real user search results, for any keyword, on every search 

engine at scale

Gain access, and simplify data extraction while utilizing all 

of Bright Data networks with built-in crawling and 

unlocking capabilities 

Purchase complete datasets 

Datasets capture entire sites, 

including millions of pages,  

in key industry verticals. 

Optional refresh of datasets  

at a later date. 

Customize a subset from 

existing datasets  

Don’t need the entire 

dataset? Purchase customized 

subsets based on location, 

category, or any other 

parameter. 

Request your own dataset 

Contact us to build a dataset 

tailored to your needs. It 

should include an extensive 

number of data points.

How to get your Datasets
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This is Bright Data

We are:

We are the world’s #1 web data platform. Fortune 500 companies, academic 

institutions and small businesses all rely on Bright Data’s solutions to retrieve crucial 

public web data in the most efficient, reliable and flexible way, so they can research, 

monitor, analyze data, and make better decisions.

Most efficient 

No-code solutions,  

less resources

Most reliable 

Highest quality data, 

better uptime, faster 

data, better support

Most flexible 

Premade solutions,  

scalable, customizable

Fully Compliant 

Transparent with  

all our customers  

and partners

Datasets Typical Data points Use cases

LinkedIn company 

Instagram

LinkedIn people  

profile

Amazon

Find people that match 

a certain profile

Identify trends

Find companies that 

match a certain profile

Identify influencers

Owler 

Wayfair Identify sellers

Lazada Collect reviews

Snapdeal Compare brands

Aggregate data from  

various sources

Measure sentiment

Crunchbase 

TikTok

Walmart

Talents 

identification

Evaluate products

Investment targets  

identification

Monitor trends

Size, type, industry, location    

# of employees, ranking, website  

investors, logo, funding, affiliated links     

financials news    ...

Name, bio, # of followers, profile  

type, url, # of posts, posts/videos,  

reaction rate, topics, if verified,  

location, contact (business profile)…

Name, position, company, past  

experience, education, connections,  

location, languages, similar profiles   …

Product:  

P/N, price, discount, rating, description,  

category tree, reviews, images, availability,  

sizes/colors  …

Seller:  

name, location, rating, feedback, products,  

reviews, brands, policies

Available Datasets
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